
Voi;ntis: small southern constellotion between Star B
of Carina and the Large Magellanic Clouds.
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." C~ronograph and regatta warehes.

Inspired:by the flying fish constellation,
and reminiscent of a yacht in full sail,

the models in the Volantis line are equipped with a movement
made exclusively for Piquot Meridien featuring a regatta

departure function with alO-minute countdown.
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Five blue and red bal!s indicate the two
5-minute periods preceding the departure.

As soon as al! the bal!s are white and
the second hand is at 12 o'clock,

the gun-shot starts the race.



Piquot Mendien watches nail the brond's
.. colours tothe mast.

They offer sea lovers and professionals alike
high-precision Suiiss instruments adapted to

their specitic needs.

This exclusiue movement for the Volantis
line features an automatic mechanism with a countdown tunetion.

aoailable in both chronoçraph and watch oersions.
Piquot Mendien makes no compromise uiith quality: only stainless steel or stainless steel! 18K gold

cases, strong aesthetic identitu, state-of-the-art Swiss movements.
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The VOLANTIS line offers
a full range of chronograph functions,

with 12-hour, 30-minute and 60-second
counters for handicap races (cruising).

With their clearly identifiable design and Swiss
movement, these timepieces reflect their maritime

evocation to the smallest detail: the porthole or
anchor chain motif on the bezel, the winch-shaped
crown, the bollard pushpieces, and the distinctive

sai I-stitched leather straps.
This regatta chronograph is fitted with a two-way
rotating bezel divided into 360°. Wh en used with

a compass, it provides an optimum number of tactical
choices for Olympic sailing races.
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The indications marked on
the dialof the automatic "Racing"

model, together with the 360°
bi-directional rotating bezel,

make this watch a genuine racing
instrument.

The points of the compass (cardinal points)
are indicated on the bezel of the

automatic Regatta model
so that the marker buoys can be situated

at a glance and the danger avoided.
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Five coloured bal Is: a sign of recognition

between sailing enthusiasts.
Fitted with an automatic mechanical movement,

this regatta watch and chronograph are equipped with an
ingenious system developed by Dubois-Depraz.

Exclusive to PIQUOT MERIDIEN,
this complication indicates the countdown

preceding the start of a regatta.
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1 Uncompromising quality
Movement QVbois-Depraz automa!ic

Chronograph 12-hour, 30-minute and -, cc_ .. ~

60-second counters

Complication la-minute countdown function
with coloured disks

Case Stainless steel or
stainless steel/18K gold

Caseback Stainless steel, screw-down

Water-resistance 100 metres (10 ATM)

Crown Stainless steel, screw-down

Bezel Two-way rotating with notches
(Chronograph and Racing modeis)
or fixed with cornpass points (Regatta)

Crystal Scratch-resistant sapphire

BraceletiStrap Solid stainless steel or leather,
with stainless steel safety clasp
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Swiss instruments for sea-going professionals and sailing enthousiasts


